
 ATTENTION TOY LOVERS:

Denver, CO - ToyGear is pleased to announce Action Figure Archival Trays, an innovative display 
and storage system for loose action figure collections.  The goal was simple: design and produce 
a universal display and storage system compatible with a wide range of action figure lines. The 
key to our product, are the factory precision cut trays with different sized compartments purpose 
built for various figure lines.  Our standard trays are made for most 4 inch figures and each tray 
can hold 12 figures per.  Other sized trays are on the way for WWE, He-Man, Black Series Star 
Wars, and Hot wheels cars, to name a few.   

These trays are made of a durable very high quality extremely long life EVA material (similar 
to a quality yoga mat).  For display, the trays can be mounted to a wall or they can rest on a 
regular acrylic book stand.  For storage, up to 4 standard trays can be housed in an ordinary 
office archive box.  They provide excellent protection and are very easy to get to.  They are also 
ideal for loose figure retailers or sellers at toy shows.  

Our Plan is to launch a straight forward (no stretch goals) Kickstarter during October and 
would love to count on your support.  In addition, we are offering a Draw to win a FREE Tray 
Promo Pack…all are welcomed to enter.  We are available for podcasts and any other interview 
formats and can provide exclusive pics and videos of the trays in action.  We will be attending 
upcoming local toy events in our area to give collectors and retailers a like a chance to have a 
hands experience with our archival trays.   Please don’t hesitate to contact us for more info.

Prototype…
Our first 3D CAD renders of 
various angles of the Action 

Figure Tray prototype.

For Display…
Our trays make a great way to 

display your figures either 
mounted on a wall or resting on 

an acrylic book stand.

For Storage…
Our trays transform an ordinary 

standard office archive box into a 
purpose built high quality storage 

solution

For additional information contact us at - info@toy-gear.com
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